
TagMaster Announce Expanded Port Installation in South Africa
 

Stockholm, Sweden, 06 Dec 2011 - TagMaster, the leading producer of advanced RFID solutions for long range identification in access control, asset
management and rail applications, today announced that the Port of Durban DCT selected its CombiTag Classic RFID tags that combine short range
identification based on proximity technology by HID Global® and long range identification technology by TagMaster. This deployment at Durban DCT is the
latest in a number of deployments made by TagMaster partner CAMCO Technologies at Durban Pier1 and Port Elizabeth.

This installation for Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI) enables visibility into the port administration system to see which trucks have entered the terminal
at a specific time. Since RFID cards are linked to trucking companies, when the trucks pass through the auto-gates, photo footage is linked to that specific
card/tag. This has significantly assisted the management of access authorisation and security for both the customers and the Port Operator as the level of
information and confirmations has increased.

The TagMaster LR-series long range RFID readers and the CombiTag Classic tags being deployed are based on TagMaster’s 2.45 GHz technology and were
chosen for their quality and reliability. This dual tag contains both long range identification capability and proximity reading using HIDÒ eProx coils. For the
Transnet terminals in South-Africa, both a short and a long range system were needed. The TagMaster technology allows the trucks to be recognized upon
arrival at the primary gates without having to stop or to slow down, and a photo of the truck is taken at the time of entrance through this primary gate. At the
second stage of identification, the HID Global short range technology allows the driver to be validated at the CAMCO Technologies Transaction Kiosks
further in the terminal. Both technologies are essential to ensure the steady throughput of cargo.

A domestic (central) database has been established that contains over 15.000 TagMaster tags in two remote locations – Durban and Port Elizabeth, which
are almost 1000km apart. With the use of the combination of RFID technologies, faster identification of trucks and drivers at both short and long distances
has been achieved. The installation has resulted in an improved accuracy of data input and a higher level of security control, as tags are configured
specifically in relation to the trucks, per trucking companies.

"By introducing the use of this Tagging system we have provided the trucking community with the ability to accurately control their fleet. The system also
prohibits any fraudulent activities in connection with truck access as each card is unique to each truck,” says ANTON Bernaerd at CAMCO Technologies.

“We are pleased to support TagMaster in the use of HID technology in the CombiTag Classic tag,” said Diane Kehlenbeck, HID Connect partner program
manager with HID Global. “By combining technologies with two different purposes into a single device, the end-user ultimately experiences ease of use
coupled with better security controls.”

About CAMCO

CAMCO Technologies is the Belgium-based vendor of market-leading Gate Automation systems and solutions, specifically designed and developed for
Container, Ro-Ro, Intermodal and Railway terminals around the world. Its extreme accurate systems and solutions help terminal operators increase their
gate and terminal efficiency, productivity and safety without raising the operating costs. The company has currently over 200 installations in more than 20
countries and including terminals operators such as APM Terminals, DP World, HPH, HHLA Hamburg, Eurogate, Patrick Terminals, TIL, BNSF, Norfolk
Southern, Union Pacific, CSX, Canadian National, Cobelfret, Stena Line and many more.

About TagMaster

TagMaster is an application driven technology company that designs and markets advanced radio frequency identification (RFID) systems and information
products for demanding applications. Application areas include vehicle access control, rail bound transportation, asset management and environmental
monitoring. Customers implement TagMaster’s RFID technologies to increase efficiency, security, convenience and to reduce environmental impact.
TagMaster markets and sells its products via a global network of partners, systems integrators and distributors. Strategic geographical markets include
Europe, Asia and North America. TagMaster was founded in 1994 and has its headquarters in Stockholm. TagMaster is a public company and its shares are
traded on First North stock exchange in Stockholm, Sweden. TagMaster’s certified adviser is Remium AB.

www.tagmaster.com
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